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(The follo·u:inu notes by Jfr . .. ferric}?. and Professor Jllaoer 011 the position 
of orioin of the hiohcst 'hincsc plroto._oraph have been subtnitted quite in
dependently. i11r . • rJerricll. orininally e.,·pressed his vietos in Jl.J. 67. 
310 -12; he has added these further conunents in the b~aht of the sho1oino of 
the Chinese filnz at the .. !pine lub on October g, I 962 l~DITOR.) 

I 

BY J~I GI-I l\IERRI K 

O\ that \Ye have had an opportunity of ecing the hincse 
cine-filtn of their attempt on Everest, may I add the follo,ving 
brief comments to n1y paper and diagrams published in the last 

J o R_ -AL, suggesting that the 'Photo raph' \vas taken at ,soo and 
not ,700 metres ? 

This contention \vould no\v appear to be reasonably \Vcll confirmed, 
for the general impression left by the fihn and supported by the remarks 
of almost all the Everest rncn in the subsequent discus ion can, I think, 
be su mmari ed as follo\vs: 

1. ]'here can be little question that the photograph first published in 
La 1outagne and subsequently reproduced in • . ]. 66. 314 no\v so 
long under discussion and the subject of my previous paper is, in 
fact, a 'still, reproduced frorn a fran1e in the latter part of this cinc
filnl. 'fhis \Vas proved beyond reasonable doubt 'vhen the film 'vas 
stopped on the second run-through and the Hon. ~ ec. pin-pointed the 
exact 'shot'. I do not think any experienced photographer \vould 
dissent frotn this vie\v. 

2. rrhc clin1bing sequences in the filrn undoubtedly took the ascent 
up to the old 1933 a1np \ 1 (c. 25,700 ft. = 7, 30 n1.). '"fhe com
rnentary then continues ' ith a number of supporting shots past 
'8, I oo metres' to a point '"here it clairns: '\\1 care nO\\' at 8,500 metres'. 

3· Except for long-focus shots (see next para.) frotn about this point 
up the face to,vards the sumn1it, no higher picture than thi 'vas 
identifiable in the film. Indeed, since the comn1entary stated that, after 
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dumping their loads, this party returned to base fron1 the S,soo point, 
it seems certain that no higher cine-photos \Vere taken on this occasion .. 

4· 1'he commentary then goes on to relate ho\v a clin1bing party later 
came up, and from that point \vent on to reach the summit. "fhis is 
done against an obvious background of the above-mentioned long-focus 
shots and a panorama sequence, intended to give a clear impression 
that they \vere taken either from the summit or close to it. The 
'still' is taken from a frame of this panorarna-sequencc in the fihn. 
( "ee 1 above.) 

5· It seems a fair conclusion, on all the above counts, that no part of 
this film \Vas taken (nor do the "hinese claim so in the commentary) 
above c. B,soo m. And that, since the 'Photograph' is a 'still' fron1 
this film, it can be accepted as having been taken at that height, but no 
higher. 

It is, of course, encouraging to find that the entirely independent 
\vorkings in my paper, done rnonths before the sho,,·ing of the film, had 
arrived at precisely this height c. 8,soo m. Even more so is a letter I 
have just received from Professor Dyhrenfurth accepting my conclusions 
unreservedly. 

II 

BY L. R. \VAGER 

ATHEH late in the discussion I have realised that evidence for the 
general height and position of origin of the critical Chinese 
photograph from the film can be obtained from a direct visual 

comparison of three photographs, the one from the summit taken by 
Hillary, one of mine from the 1 ... orth face taken at the First ~ tep, and 
the Chinese photograph. The methods used by Goodfello\v and 
i\lerrick both depend on heights derived from the map and, ho\\·ever 
good the n1ap may be, there is a possible element of error, especially 
\Vhen the height of a col, not determined trigonometrically, has to be 
estimated from contour lines. 

The photograph taken from the First , tep in 1933 (Plate C) is part 
of a panorama reproduced as Plate 39 in Ruttlcdge's book on the 1933 
expedition. It covers about 90° of angle from Khartaphu, on the 
extreme right, to the East Rongbuk glacier, . ... orth Peak, the main 
Rongbuk glacier and Lingtren. The photograph \Vas taken at about 
3 p.m. on 1\Iay 30, 1933, during descent after the reconnaissance and 
attempt on the summit by \\7yn Harris and me. In the complete 
panorama the steep . .. orth-\\'est face of the First , tep is seen on the 
extreme right \Vith a narro\v, almost level ledge belo\v it on \vhich \Ve 
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A. Part of the photograph taken by Hillary from the summit of Mount Everest 
and already reproduced in A.]., Nov. 1961 , p. 314· 
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THE CHINESE PHOTOGRAPH 

Tracings from part of the three photographs, showing Khartaphu and the col to 
the north. Q represents a sl ight rock bump on the col just visible on all the 
photographs. P represents a rock and glacier junction as seen on the photographs. 
Shading roughly indicates the position of the rock or shadow . 

C. Pan of panorama taken from the foot of the First S tep, 30 May, '933· 
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\Vere standing; the estimated height of origin is about 27,950 ft. using 
· pender's map. In the direction of Hillary's and the Chinese photo
graphs, my 1933 panorama is considerably obscured by cloud; the 
only part useful for comparison is a glimpse through cloud of l(hartaphu 
and the country imn1ediately to the left of it \Vhich is reproduced here, 
considerably enlarged, as Plate . 1"he graininess .and cracked appear
ance of the photograph is the result of the film having been developed 
and 'vashed at too high a temperature in Darjeeling. 

Parts of Hillary,s photograph and the Chinese photograph, both of 
\Vhich have already been reproduced and discussed (A.J. 66. 3 14), have 
been enlarged to the same size as my 1933 photograph (Plates A and 
B). Despite differences in lighting and sno\v conditions, a close com
parison can be made of the appearance of the col to the east of 
Khartaphu and of certain details in the distribution of the rocks and 
glaciers seen over it. The relative disposition of these indicates in 
general that the position of origin of the Chinese photograph lies 
bet\veen the positions from \vhich the other t\vo " 'ere taken, that is 
bet,veen the summit and the First "tep. 

To make the evidence clearer, tracings of the col and features beyond 
it have been made (Figs. , B and C). On the col there is a slight 
rock bump 'Q,, identifiable in all three photographs and indicated on 
the line dra,vings. Beyond the col, a small patch of rock is partly 
obscured by a level stretch of glacier in front of it. 'fhis rock and 
glacier junction is indicated by the arro\v 'P, in the three dra,vings. 
In Hillary's photograph from the summit, the level P is some \vay 
above point Q on the col; in the Chinese photograph it is considerably 
closer to point Q, indicating that their photograph \Vas taken from a 
lo,ver level; \vhile in my photograph, taken from the First · tep, it is 
almost touching the col, indicating that the place of origin, the First 
'tep, is lo\ver than that of the Chinese photograph. In the horizontal 

direction there is a sligl1t shift in the relative position of the point Q 
and the features beyond. The differences indicate that the Chinese 
photograph \vas taken from a position slightly north of Hillary's \\'hile 
the 1933 photograph \Vas taken from a position slightly further north 
still. The differences arc, ho\vever, slight and comparison of the 
positions of the summit, First Step and l{hartaphu on l\1Iajor ' ;Vheeler's 
map does not indicate that there should be any appreciable horizontal 
displacement. 

From the direct comparison of the nvo photographs of kno\vn 
provenance, it seems certain that the Chinese photograph \vas taken 
either from some position benveen them, that is bet\\reen the First 
Step and the summit, at a height probably rather nearer the First Step 
than the summit, or from some position in space along the same ray. 
This implies that the Chinese photograph \\'as taken either on the ridge 
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a little above the econd '"'tep at about 8,700 m., the position the 
Chinese claim, and the height also indicated by Goodfello,v's analysis, 
or, just conceivable I suppose, from an aeroplane close to this position, 
perhaps flying lo'v over the .. · orth-east ridge beh\·een the First and 
Second teps. 

Before seeing the film of the hinesc expedition, I had convinced 
myself by means of the evidence given here that the already published, 
critical, Chinese photograph must have been taken about one-third of 
the \vay in vertical distance bet\veen the First .. tep and the summit. 
This seemed to me, therefore, to settle the authenticity of the hinesc 
claim about the height from \vhich the photograph \Vas taken and 1 felt 
relieved to think that the various niggling doubts about it could be given 
up. Tnfortunately 'vhen \~'yn 1-larris, J..~ongland and I eventually 
sa\v the film, at a private sho,ving, ''"e \Vere all three disturbed to find 
that there \vcrc no supporting photographs leading up to the critical 
one, nor any useful foreground to the photograph. Therefore \Ve had 
reluctantly to agree that, although the Chinese photograph is con
sistent \Vith an origin from the :\orth-east ridge of Everest, probably a 
little above the Second Step, there is no evidence at present to exclude 
the possibility, no doubt ren1otc, that the photograph \\'as taken fron1 an 
aeroplane. 

• 
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